Kinematic angular parameters in PD: reliability of joint angle curves and comparison with healthy subjects.
Most previous biomechanical studies of Parkinson's disease (PD) have been restricted to the description of spatiotemporal parameters and certain peak values for angular parameters. The reliability of joint angle curves and comparisons with control data are of major interest in PD, since variability in gait cycle timing is a feature of this pathology. We used a video motion analysis system to record kinematic, spatiotemporal and angular parameters in 32 'off-drug' PD patients. The reliability of the patients' lower limb joint angle curves in the sagittal plane were analysed using the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC), together with fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis and hierarchical classification for discarding deviant curves. Lastly, we compared average curves (using a mixed model and the bootstrap method) for the less-affected and more-affected sides of PD patients and then compared the patient data with the results from 30 age-matched controls. The ICC-based procedure was easily applicable. Only 9.4% and 12.5% of the patients' hip and knee curves (respectively) were deemed to be unreliable. However, the PD patients' very high cycle-to-cycle variability in the sagittal plane ankle curves prevented us from applying to this joint. For the knee joint, the curves for the most disabled patients (who walked at below 0.5 m/s) were not reliable. We did not find any differences between the less and more disabled sides. The differences between patient and control curves concerned the double-support time during the stance phase and the time point for maximum knee flexion during the swing phase. Patients and controls differed in terms of the hip extension phase, with lower values in PD. We have developed the use of validated statistic tools for unambiguously comparing PD patients and controls in terms of joint angle curve differences.